BCOM V Semester
Computer Application

INTERNET and WWW

Unit 1: **Introduction of Internet**: What is Internet, Services Of Internet, H/W & S/W Requirements to Connect to the Internet, Introduction of WWW, Web Server and Web Client, Difference between the web and the Internet, Internet Service Provider (ISP).

Unit 2: **E-mail Basics**: E-mail basics, purpose of e-mail, Sending mail, Reading mail, Replying to mail, Deleting mail, Newsgroups, mailing Lists, Chatting.

Unit 3: **Internet Search Engines**: What is Search Engines, How do Search Engines work? Types of Search Engines, Guidelines for effective searching.

Unit 4: What is web page, web browser and web security, basic functions of browser, About different browsers.

Unit 5: What is Social networking, Advantages and disadvantages of social networking, Web publishing Concepts, Domain name Registration, Space on Host Server for Web site.

Reference Book
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